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I ordered a part for my Prius, a heater coolant control valve, made by Dorman automotive. The
part failed within 60 days after I installed it. When I inquired about getting a replacement I was
told that I needed to send the part back and have it evaluated by Dorman who would get it from
Sixity. In the meantime I would not have my car and there is no guarantee that Dorman would
agree to replace the part. In other words, I would be without my car for probably two weeks
while Dorman and Sixity decide whether to honor their warranty. This is the best reason I can
think of to never do business with Sixity again. Very disappointed. From now on I buy local.
Their response was as follows: We certainly will assist with any warranty claim s by working
with our manufacturing partners within their warranty policy parameters. We are sorry for the
inconvenience as we aim to resolve any warranty issues as expediently and to the best
resolution possible for each customer. The best solution would have been for Sixity to issue a
full refund and take back their defective part. I will still be trying to get a complete refund. We
have multiple warehouses that we have invested in around the country - the reason is to
minimize the shipping distance to customers. Our 'default' setting is the warehouse where
orders most commonly ship from, which is what the customer saw. Unfortunately it is
impossible to tell a customer before they order exactly which of our warehouses their order will
ship from. In this isolated case, the item was out of stock at the warehouse closest to the
customer, so we shipped it from the nearest warehouse where we had it in stock. We apologize
for the customer being inconvenienced - but there was certainly no deceit and manipulation in
this customer's order. As a business that runs multiple warehouses across the country in order
to minimize shipping times, we are deeply invested in the customer's shipping experience.
Thank you for escalating this concern. We have had direct discussion via phone with the
customer, and come to an agreement on a refund which has since been issued. Thanks again.
We apologize for the customer's poor experience. Our customer service team provided
information on lug-centric wheel spacers that fit the customer's car. Unfortunately it turns out
the customer's mechanic had recommended hub-centric spacers, which we were unaware of.
We have discussed the issue with the customer, and as a courtesy provided a return shipping
label to return the product to us. Sorry again for the experience. Hello - we're sorry for the
mwith the product purchased, and that the customer was unhappy with the service they
received. We certainly take every complaint seriously. Please let me know if there's anything
else I can do to help. I am rejecting this response because: I have been unable to locate where
the company has any other warehouses or offices other than CA. Their listings remain deceitful
and manipulative in order to generate business. Pure and simple. The items were received on
November 1st. If there are any further issues or questions we are more than happy to discuss.
Thank you! They are going to replace my parts when they get them back in stock thanks. Thank
you for the details regarding your issue. We have conducted a thorough investigation on our
side as we take every customer issue seriously. We are able to refund the customer the
purchase amount following return of the axles. We have provided pre-paid return postage labels
The customer has opened return requests through eBay, and we will certainly honor those
requests and refund the customer. At this point we are awaiting return of the product. As noted
return shipping labels have been provided. The customer has indicated a desire to return the
axles because "doesn't seem authentic" - we can guarantee that we shipped the customer
authentic Sixity axles and stand behind our product quality. In reference to the customer's
notion that we have promised to refund the customer without receiving the axles in return - this
is not something that we would agree to, and we have attempted to meet the needs of the
customer as best we can by providing postage-paid return labels. We have discussed this
particular customer's experience with our customer service staff and we have no records:
written, recorded or otherwise, that demonstrate an agreement with the customer to break from
our policies and procedures to provide a refund without receiving back the product in question.
We apologize if the customer's shopping experience did not meet expectations. We're sorry to
hear the customer is not happy with our response. We have issued a full refund and covered the
mailing label to return the product. It is not our policy to pay for mechanic fees. The listing we
recommended was based on needing a boltcentric spacer, and we were not aware they were
looking for a hubcentric spacer. The listing in question clearly outlines that these are boltcentric
spacers. We also do not have a record of receiving the customer's VIN, which would have
allowed us to be absolutely certain of the customer's product need. We apologize for the
customer's experience, but we feel we have appropriately handled the situation. Thank you. It
sure would have been nice if they had taken care of this at the time I originally called. It was a
lot of work to get all worked up and complain to the Revdex. I will be sending back the parts I
purchased and I hope to get the new correct parts sent back out to me. I think a second chance
is warranted here. The company does really seem to want my business. Thanks for the
opportunity to respond to this message. It is in the mail and should be received any day now.

We apologize for the inconvenience of this transaction. We invest a lot of time and resources
into our customer relationship team and managing issues as best we can, and feel badly that we
were not able to satisfactorily resolve this earlier. Being an online-only retailer we traditionally
handle all refunds via credit card and PayPal, so this was a new request for us, and one we'll
learn from and handle better in the future. I understand the customer's hesitance to further
divulge financial information. Hopefully the money order successfully arrives and is to Mr. If not
please feel free to contact me directly at [redacted]. Thanks,[redacted]VP, Sixity Inc. Thank you
for bringing this to our attention. Our Customer Service Management has been in touch with the
customer, and informed him that we do not have the required axles in stock to complete an
exchange. This issue has been resolved in that we are monitoring inventory and will be alerting
the At this point we will ask the customer to send back the axles and we will complete the
exchange. Thanks again and have a great day. Again we are sorry for the customer's
experience, but we have done everything we can do. Per the last exchange of messages, the
customer refund has been completed in full. It is not possible for us to have [redacted]
un-refund, and then issue a separate refund. The full purchase price has been refunded, and I
am not sure what course of action the customer is requesting. We are sorry for the mix-up our
customer service agent had in responding to the initial request, but we have endeavored to
rectify the situation and at this moment the customer has both the product purchased and the
full refund price. Thanks and we apologize. I'd like to apologize to the customer for their
experience. We train our staff to rely on our posted policies whenever possible, and in this case
the issue was that the purchase in question was days old at the time the customer first
contacted us to request a return. We are always I'm sorry we did not meet the customer's
expectation, and we'll review to see how we could have better handled. As a courtesy we will be
providing a return label to handle the customer's return shipping, and will offer a refund, and if
interested help the customer find the product that will fit. The manager of our Customer Service
team has called and left a message for the customer to reinforce all this, and provided the direct
phone number. Thanks and we apologize again. I am rejecting this response because: I have not
received a refund of products nor have sixity and myself come up with a conclusion on how to
pay for the mechanic work for their partial install and removal of bad product. Sixity, Inc.
Sharing is caring! Have something to share about Sixity, Inc.? Use RevDex to write a review.
Share Report. Reviewer Sign in to contact user. Empty reviews don't really do much! Increase
visibility and credibility of your review by adding a photo. Reply Close. Check fields!
Satisfaction rating. Submit your review. View Photos. This website was reported to be
associated with Sixity, Inc.. Add new contacts. I ordered a part for my Prius, a heater coolant
control valve, made by Dorman automotive. The part failed within 60 days after I installed it.
When I inquired about getting a replacement I was told that I needed to send the part back and
have it evaluated by Dorman who would get it from Sixity. In the meantime I would not have my
car and there is no guarantee that Dorman would agree to replace the part. In other words, I
would be without my car for probably two weeks while Dorman and Sixity decide whether to
honor their warranty. This is the best reason I can think of to never do business with Sixity
again. Very disappointed. From now on I buy local. Their response was as follows: We certainly
will assist with any warranty claim s by working with our manufacturing partners within their
warranty policy parameters. We are sorry for the inconvenience as we aim to resolve any
warranty issues as expediently and to the best resolution possible for each customer. The best
solution would have been for Sixity to issue a full refund and take back their defective part. I will
still be trying to get a complete refund. We have multiple warehouses that we have invested in
around the country - the reason is to minimize the shipping distance to customers. Our 'default'
setting is the warehouse where orders most commonly ship from, which is what the customer
saw. Unfortunately it is impossible to tell a customer before they order exactly which of our
warehouses their order will ship from. In this isolated case, the item was out of stock at the
warehouse closest to the customer, so we shipped it from the nearest warehouse where we had
it in stock. We apologize for the customer being inconvenienced - but there was certainly no
deceit and manipulation in this customer's order. As a business that runs multiple warehouses
across the country in order to minimize shipping times, we are deeply invested in the
customer's shipping experience. Thank you for escalating this concern. We have had direct
discussion via phone with the customer, and come to an agreement on a refund which has
since been issued. Thanks again. We apologize for the customer's poor experience. Our
customer service team provided information on lug-centric wheel spacers that fit the
customer's car. Unfortunately it turns out the customer's mechanic had recommended
hub-centric spacers, which we were unaware of. We have discussed the issue with the
customer, and as a courtesy provided a return shipping label to return the product to us. Sorry
again for the experience. Hello - we're sorry for the mwith the product purchased, and that the

customer was unhappy with the service they received. We certainly take every complaint
seriously. Please let me know if there's anything else I can do to help. I am rejecting this
response because: I have been unable to locate where the company has any other warehouses
or offices other than CA. Their listings remain deceitful and manipulative in order to generate
business. Pure and simple. The items were received on November 1st. If there are any further
issues or questions we are more than happy to discuss. Thank you! They are going to replace
my parts when they get them back in stock thanks. Thank you for the details regarding your
issue. We have conducted a thorough investigation on our side as we take every customer
issue seriously. We are able to refund the customer the purchase amount following return of the
axles. We have provided pre-paid return postage labels The customer has opened return
requests through eBay, and we will certainly honor those requests and refund the customer. At
this point we are awaiting return of the product. As noted return shipping labels have been
provided. The customer has indicated a desire to return the axles because "doesn't seem
authentic" - we can guarantee that we shipped the customer authentic Sixity axles and stand
behind our product quality. In reference to the customer's notion that we have promised to
refund the customer without receiving the axles in return - this is not something that we would
agree to, and we have attempted to meet the needs of the customer as best we can by providing
postage-paid return labels. We have discussed this particular customer's experience with our
customer service staff and we have no records: written, recorded or otherwise, that
demonstrate an agreement with the customer to break from our policies and procedures to
provide a refund without receiving back the product in question. We apologize if the customer's
shopping experience did not meet expectations. We're sorry to hear the customer is not happy
with our response. We have issued a full refund and covered the mailing label to return the
product. It is not our policy to pay for mechanic fees. The listing we recommended was based
on needing a boltcentric spacer, and we were not aware they were looking for a hubcentric
spacer. The listing in question clearly outlines that these are boltcentric spacers. We also do
not have a record of receiving the customer's VIN, which would have allowed us to be
absolutely certain of the customer's product need. We apologize for the customer's experience,
but we feel we have appropriately handled the situation. Thank you. It sure would have been
nice if they had taken care of this at the time I originally called. It was a lot of work to get all
worked up and complain to the Revdex. I will be sending back the parts I purchased and I hope
to get the new correct parts sent back out to me. I think a second chance is warranted here. The
company does really seem to want my business. Thanks for the opportunity to respond to this
message. It is in the mail and should be received any day now. We apologize for the
inconvenience of this transaction. We invest a lot of time and resources into our customer
relationship team and managing issues as best we can, and feel badly that we were not able to
satisfactorily resolve this earlier. Being an online-only retailer we traditionally handle all refunds
via credit card and PayPal, so this was a new request for us, and one we'll learn from and
handle better in the future. I understand the customer's hesitance to further divulge financial
information. Hopefully the money order successfully arrives and is to Mr. If not please feel free
to contact me directly at [redacted]. Thanks,[redacted]VP, Sixity Inc. Thank you for bringing this
to our attention. Our Customer Service Management has been in touch with the customer, and
informed him that we do not have the required axles in stock to complete an exchange. This
issue has been resolved in that we are monitoring inventory and will be alerting the At this point
we will ask the customer to send back the axles and we will complete the exchange. Thanks
again and have a great day. Again we are sorry for the customer's experience, but we have done
everything we can do. Per the last exchange of messages, the customer refund has been
completed in full. It is not possible for us to have [redacted] un-refund, and then issue a
separate refund. The full purchase price has been refunded, and I am not sure what course of
action the customer is requesting. We are sorry for the mix-up our customer service agent had
in responding to the initial request, but we have endeavored to rectify the situation and at this
moment the customer has both the product purchased and the full refund price. Thanks and we
apologize. I'd like to apologize to the customer for their experience. We train our staff to rely on
our posted policies whenever possible, and in this case the issue was that the purchase in
question was days old at the time the customer first contacted us to request a return. We are
always I'm sorry we did not meet the customer's expectation, and we'll review to see how we
could have better handled. As a courtesy we will be providing a return label to handle the
customer's return shipping, and will offer a refund, and if interested help the customer find the
product that will fit. The manager of our Customer Service team has called and left a message
for the customer to reinforce all this, and provided the direct phone number. Thanks and we
apologize again. I am rejecting this response because: I have not received a refund of products
nor have sixity and myself come up with a conclusion on how to pay for the mechanic work for

their partial install and removal of bad product. Sixity, Inc. Sharing is caring! Have something to
share about Sixity, Inc.? Use RevDex to write a review. Share Report. Reviewer Sign in to
contact user. Empty reviews don't really do much! Increase visibility and credibility of your
review by adding a photo. Reply Close. Check fields! Satisfaction rating. Submit your review.
View Photos. This website was reported to be associated with Sixity, Inc.. Add new contacts.
Top Stores - Read reviews for some of our best stores. All Stores Categories Login Register.
Sixity Reviews Reviews 5. Write A Review It only takes 30 seconds! Reviews We collate all the
best reviews from around the Internet so you can view them in one place. Parts were correct
and worked wonderfully!! Shipping was rather quick with all the issues of Will order from Sixity
for parts when needed in the future. Glad I found them on the Web. Fast shipping great price did
not install brakes yet for my Polaris Ranger but will soon. No problems. Perfect fit. Fast
shipping. If you need some dependable brake pads look no further. Awesome product and very
fast delivery. I am very pleased with the quality of this product. Will by my parts from them
again. Lady who answers phones was great, but they have no experience with axles or possible
parts service advisors. I was sold a defective product. I alerted the company. They refused to
send replacement axles until they received the returned units and then "deemed them
defective". Meanwhile I would not be able to use my atv tool for several weeks. This was not
acceptable. I chose to purchase a replacement set from another vendor. I received them many
weeks quicker than I did with the original Sixity purchase and they are working fine, no defects.
I chose to keep the original faulty axles and not pursue any replacement refund as I am done
with that company. Good purchase and shipped quickly, fitment is right and appears to be
quality Sixity always delivers - quickly, and exactly what I order. Can't beat 'em! Good fitment.
As advertised. Glad I ordered both rear axles. Always a good experience. Atv axle I purchased
didn't have factory indent for my slide hammer but is an excellent product. This is the best
place to buy all of your belts for atv or snowmobiles. They have the best prices around. Sales
lady was very helpful and informative! Went out of her way to help me find the right products for
my buggy even if Sixity. Trust Mamma Reviews Our reviews are aggregated from multiple
sources to give you the best overview about sixity. Category Automotive. Store Spotlight Check
the reviews for one of our staff pick businesses. Before you goâ€¦. Got a question? Popular
Questions: How do I contact Sixity? What are the opening times for Sixity? Is Sixity open on the
weekends? How quickly does Sixity respond to customer queries? How do I return something
to Sixity? How do I get a refund from Sixity? Ask a Question. As many of you know, the
BizThreeSixty Conference is a crucial fundraiser for our non-profit. We encourage individuals,
businesses, and community organizations to consider sponsoring BizTank to continue our
mission. All sponsorship opportunities are listed on our website. Please save the date for May
13th, ! This all day event is for anyone looking for actionable takeaways to improve their
business or career, and interact with like-minded individuals. What could possibly make this
event even better? How about all the proceeds going to the BizTank Scholarship Fund! Be the
first to know which leading experts will be sharing their knowledge. Since the doors first
opened over years ago, the beautiful resort and historic grounds are the picturesque backdrops
for memory making year after year. Skip to content. Conference Update. May 14, Delavan, WI.
Get your tickets now before the conference sells out! What is BizThreeSixty? Who Will Be
There? Meet Our Speakers. Coming Soon. First Name. BizThreeSixty Schedule. May 14th, Enjoy
coffee and mingle with other attendees. Opening Remarks. With Jeff Peterson. Co-Founder of
Geneva Supply, Inc. Details Coming Soon. Provided By Lake Lawn Resort. Enjoy a delicious
lunch provided by Lake Lawn Resort. QA Panel Discussion. All Speakers On Stage. Have your
questions from the day answered by the speakers in the QA Panel Discussion. Happy Hour.
Click here to Sponsor. Stay and enjoy beverages of your liking with conference attendees and
speakers. BizThreeSixty Sponsors. Quick View. Where It's At. But hurry! Limited seats are
available. Stay in Touch. Never miss a moment of the BizThreeSixty Conference or how it gives
back. Join us. Wisconsin St. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. The durable Sixity XT Axle, offered at a fraction of the cost of
OEM axles, withstands terrain oscillation and harshness while ensuring riding agility. When it
comes to 4-wheelers or side-by-sides, axles are one of the most important components, and
depending on the rider, terrain, engine, and vehicle, they, like any other part, can fail. Before
failure, there are signs and symptoms of a worn and damaged axle or CV joint to watch for
including loud clicking noises when making a turn, a clunking sound when accelerating or
decelerating, humming or growling noises, or a shudder or vibration when you accelerate. If this
sounds all too familiar, it might be time to for an axle replacement. Skip to main content. FREE
delivery: March 2 - 5. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your

information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Sixity Sold by Sixity Details. Ships
from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product
breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs
for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30
days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for
new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires.
Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit
assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Visit the Sixity Store. This fits your.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped
from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Sixity. Ships from and
sold by Rocky Mountain Bearings. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers
who bought this item also bought. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. Fit well I hope these last that long. These work very well on my Polaris my
worst problem is trying to get the old ones out. Great product. Great quality. The boots broke
after a couple of months. I purchased a set in Aug and they failed in July Never repack again.
Images in this review. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other
items: polaris ranger a , rear axle , polaris ranger axle boots , ranger polaris parts , polaris
ranger parts , parts for polaris ranger. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. East Lake Axle. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Can-Am Off-Road revealed its lineup Thursday night. Check out what's in store
atv CanAmOffRoad canam. Choose from brake pads for an extensive list of vehicles including
Harley Davidson, Suzuki, Polaris, and more. Good through midnight tonight at Sixity. Labor Day
weekend is coming up soon. Looking for the ultimate adventure this summer? Ford is holding
their new Bronco World Premier in just a few hours. Who's excited? Ride now and pay later!
Choose to pay in installments so you can spread the costs over time. Did you know that, in
addition to our popular axle product line, Sixity. Whatever your ride, Sixity has the high-quality,
low-priced powersport parts you've been seeking. Stop making us blush Randy! Gates and
Dayco are the global leaders in aftermarket drive belts for ATV and
f150 oem parts
2008 smart
well wiring diagram
Snowmobile applications. Shop now to find out why. Thanks for your continued support!
During these challenging times, Sixity. As a designated essential parts business, our
distribution centers are full, and our team is working hard to process and ship your order within
a day of receiving it. Thanks and stay safe! Jump to. Sections of this page. Accessibility Help.
Email or Phone Password Forgot account? BBB Accredited. Trustpilot Reviews. See more of
Sixity Powersports on Facebook. Log In. Forgot account? Not Now. Visitor Posts. Marcy J
Kimler. You agree? Harley-Davidson is definitely the best-known American motorcycle
manufacturer, but there are actually several other players on the field. Highlighting the top 10
sand dune locations in the West, we show you how to enjoy them all in one trip! Leveraging the
soul and design DNA of the 1st generation, today's Bronco delivers on the Bronco promise of
capability, durability, and 55 years of off-road credibility. Take a look here! See More.

